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ABSTRACT
. This booklet explores why movement education is

important for preschool children,.what activities to,include is a
program, how and where to conduct a program, and criteria that can
help to structure thelprogram environment.,The first section presents
a rationale for the use of movement education for helping preschool ..

children to dvelop competence,' self confidence, an readiness
skills, and to deal with fear. A section on the content of movement \

education programs introduces the concepts behind fundamental
maYement skills, manipulative skills, and expressive skills. The
guided discovery mlthod of'/teaching is dipcussed in the next chapter;
with suggestIons to encourage learning about body image and actions.
Safety considerations are also p04ented. Tht last chapter provides
guidelines for designing areas for movement activities,,suggestions
for selecting equipment for in or ardioutdoor spaces, and
ialprovisaktont for movement a aratus. tFGY.
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)Foreword

a

.

.
McIvement is the essence of living for youhg children. Their bodies are both subject and
object of their early learning experiences As children gain neuromuscular control, they t .
grok in their capacity 'both to understand the phYsical world and to express and
comirunicate their understanding.nonverbally. Moverpenreducation addresses chil-
dren't inherent capacity to learn gbdut and through movement.

Pleschool children are dynarniCand spontaneous individuals with insatiable cundsity.
Between the ages of two and six they satisfy their curiosity by learning about the world
aroundihem through movement They are developmentally involved in pracbang suchgiemerging fundam ntai iocomotor skills as running and jumping, and such mAnipulative
skills as eatchin nd throwing. They meid to touch, manipulate, and tort both at their
bodies, irt order to discover their physical capabilities and limitations, and at objects in
the envtronment, in order to explore and understand tihysical properties of hardness,
softnts$ and shape Because movement is integral to .preschpol children's lives, it
should,be central to understanding them and the activities in whilh they should engage.

This b' k describes some of the reasons why movement is so important for young
children e movement education approhclt to learning has tremendous developmen
tal poten al When children are allowed to move about as they learn, they make
significant fliscoveries about their world Movement is both the process and product of

.a
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their learning. Written for persons working with preschool childrsn. this book exproret
why the movement education approach is important. what activities constitute a
program, how and where it can be conducted; and what cntena may help structure the.
program environment. I , . .

Thelirst section focuses on why'rnovement education is important to the very young
J.
. child It emphasizes the significance of motor development and the child's special need

for appropriate movement activities Riggs: explains why movement 4. tine of the best
learning modalities at this stage. .

In the second section. Yourig explores What to include in a good movement educa-
tion program. She summarizes the fotir basic elements of human movement and
soggests.activines7which develop physical abilities and genenc competencies.

Fowler tells how" ,<to present appropnate movement activities to pre-primary children
in a good learning climate. and explains several different ways of directing learning
expenences This gecnon.illustrates processes for guiding learnirig expenences safely

In section four. Werner discusses where movement activities may be presented to
young children 'His chapter includes considerations. both indoor, and outdoor play
'areas, and equiprrient available for pre-pnmary programs

, It is impossible todesign programs for any student population without understanding
. -them This text recognizes individual differences and presents malenal consistent, ith

cltildren's different developmental rates. styles of learning. needs. interests. and abilities
-One of thegieltest strengths of a movement education approach is the individualized
learning w hic hit fosters All children are never expected to do the same thing at the same

. time
It has seemed 'unnecessary. even inadvisable, to include normative data on skill

.performance lest we be tempted to teach,to them Children vary so in skill acquisition at
This age. that most perfoimance standards dd. not adequately 'account for* vanable
refationship between neurological maturation (readiness) and motor learning ii.

the authors recognize.' however that the choice of activity.. and the motivation '
.

\cl:tIlbun ha;de for seaming physical skills. ase predicated on their physical growth and
development Children of these ages expenence slow and sfrrady physical growth. with' t .

Ivirtall tiut appreciable annual increments of both weight and height By two and one half
rS most children have lost the body fatassociated with babyhood Changes in body

' proportions make motel performance easier head growth slows while limb growth
,accelerates Because children also lose their protruding abdomens and are no longemo
top heavy. they can begin to run fast and stop and change direction without falling

Up to about the agi of four, growth of the muscutSr system is roughly comparable 'to
srow.tti of the body as a whole After this age howeves, muscles tieveSOp relatively

'Liter. giving children appreciably more strength and control The larber muscles of the
back and legs remain better developed than do the smallei ones of the hands and *,

.n fingers Partly because of this developmental pattern, children become proficient in.,.
O

runni.

ng before iffey.learn to throw a baIl well.;Concornitant with these physical changes.
the. develoPintinat Process, of neuro-muscular maturation accounts for the body's
increased responsiveness to acffvity,at the same time, activity facilitates development

Growthis a furititon of time and young children have time before them In many ways
the discb;dery andpractice of merging motor skills may be-compared with the acquisi

, Akin of language' Bangs anctvanety of movement skills has its counterpart in freedom of
erbal expression, thi broader the base, the -mare solid the inundation for future use A
1611.complement.of refined skills in .either learning area will not be reached for many

years. Vat th1 ',ellen*. of this book is to ensure that the foundation be as broad and fully
developed as,poAli for each child. It is the task of those of useho teach to provide/
pleasurable begmriing experiences which help develOP a repertoire of fundamental

iY" motor skills i '' . %,
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Maida L Riggs

Rationale
Dunng the first five or six years of life chil,
then are expected to learn to cope with the
naturat and human world They acquired
the physical skills to get about in the Ow
ronment and learn communication and
thinking skillsBy exploring and manipulat-
ing things and ideas they learn about their
world and abooi, learning Physical activity
stimulates self discovery as well aqd the
early years are largely devoted to acquiring
fundamental motor patterns and manipulat-
ive skins These self-sufficiency skills
pco.ide the foundation for the more specific
skills needed for school play and sport It

appears crucial to childrens later develop-
ment that the foundation skills be laid be-

(!tu.een two and one-half to six years
4
Movement Education and
Motor Development

During the pre school years motor skills
develop rapidly This is a critical penod for
the practice 4 the emerging phylogenehc
skills of running jumping and throwing.

:
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This bme is important for the develop.ment of fundamental catching. kicking. and'
striking skills. which, for developmentally ready children, can be easily modified by
speak pracbce This is also a critical penod for the development of propnocepbve or
kinesthetic sensitivity There is evidence to support the notion that mastery of these
elementary skills helps children acquire more complex abilities lat4r The. underlying
idea is to capitalize on developmental pencils when children most readily learn

Perhaps the most persuasive argument for planning a movement education program
for your children is that motor develepmedt should not tie left to chance Because
there is reiprocal relationship between motor skill usd and development. carefully
designed programs can and should be planned for this age group The ability to use
emerging psychomotor skills is facilitated by encouraging. everrdema nding. their use

, Movement education problem solvmg helps children discover how the bOdy can
become an effective. efficient. and expressive instrument Yet the act of discovery is so
individualized and personal that its consequences are more' likely to be temembered
'than when some fact or movement has been,explained or demonstrated

Physicalactivity, enhanced by movement education, has both a direct and, indirect
effect on physical growth and motor development the nounshment of cells of the
growth plate of bones depends upon their blood stipply, activity- increases cardio-
vascular circulation and increased vasculanty. and together with a mild degree of stress.
stimulates physical growth The functioning of all vital organs is facilitated by activity.
concomitantly enhancing motor development

her motor developments are increased body and spatial awareness, and ioncepts
of ection and laterality Laterality is defined as the internal awareness of the left and
nght sides of the'body Directionality extends the Concept of laterality into space After
one is aware of the left and right sides of the body. kinesthetic information about the
body in s'pace can be matched with visual information about objects in the environment
A sense of directionality allows one to contact and manipulate ()Wefts. as in catching,
kicking, or reaching Body image is an awareness of the body in relation to other objects.
and to the space needed for various actions Movement education is particularly geared
to develop body awareness

Movement Education and Children's Need fpr Movement
Young children's need and Oesife for movement is central to at least five basic

concepts survival, discover ;control. expression, and enjoyment Their need is particu-
larly strong at this age' beciuse, children's physical. psychological.frand intellectual
o erientationmotoric Movement, ofitnIr strenuous. is what young children are all
about.

The quantitative aspect of moving to survive is rarely .in doubt among pre-school
children in nursery schools in our culture. Although there is little qualitativeresearch on
children of prschcoel'age. the relationship between selected strenuous physical activibes
and cardiovascular endurance for oldet'children is welt documented. Physical activity
has a profound impact on bock composition, it develops lean body mass at the expense
of fat in both bays and girls Thus movement enhances fitness

Children move in order to discover Both the act (process) and the outcome (product)
are important Between the ages of two and one-half and six, children discover what the
body can do, they discover what it feels like to run fast. how to move Along different
pathways and direCtioriso and how to change the size of their movements These
developing cognitive and physical abilities help children adapt to the clx;erse conditions
of the gymnasium or playground.

Understanding at it means to control the body in space. on and off apparatus.
when jumping, lading, balancirk and sliding is another major objective of movement

ego
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edutation Learning to control balls. hodps. ropes,,and other manipulative equipment is
. yet another dimension of skill acquisition

Many children fisid moving to communicate or express ideas or feelings pleasurable
and natural Because they are particularly uninhibited dunng these years, it is fitting to

- develop their dramatic ability fully Encouraging children to rhove for the sheer joy of
running or jumping takes on addecisignificance when we become aware of the crowded
conditionsin which so many children are forced to live and play

Movement Education and Self-Confidence

The 'feeling of self confidence grows out of very personal expenences It begins early
and has its roots in motor behavior and physical activity How it develops is significantly
influenced by the way persons and the environmerit support autonomy in motor
activity Movement education is predicated on the notion that children will find their
own way to perform a task or solve a problem We have just begun to attend to an
environmental setting and teaching method that encourages self directed learning and
intnnsic motivation Movement education is such a method

Children's total feeling 'about themselves. composed of obvious and subtle compo-
nents is related to performance in motor Activities, These include body image. body
size and general self-confidence Often more important than how children perform is
how' they feel About their performance and what they choose to do next Movement
education contnbutes to self-confidence because it chenshes the children's solutions
rather than the teacher's This,particularly at this early age, is one of its major strengths

Movement Education
and Competence

Hand and hand with selfconhdence is a
feeling of competence White (1960) states
that the drive for competence is on a .par
with such basic drives as love and hunger
As children's sense of "me" emerges. they
differentiate themselves from others and
from objects in the environment They 134-
comi aware of the extent andirmilid their,
bodies by moving They Teach out their
arms to define the limits of their perso,nal
space They bencfheir fingefs to discover
their articulation They explore what each
part of their body can do, what it is called,
how it moves. and how it moves in relation
to other body palls Soon the notion.pf the
competent "'ME becomes increasingly
significant.

By the age of five many children are very
competent in handling their bodies A
movement education approach, concerned
with developing knoivledge of what the
body can do entrance both tha,knowledge
and skill components of the children's 'ac-

,
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tivies To be competent at this age means.to
be developmentally effective. to be able to
run. pimp, swing. climb. and hang without
falling or getting hurt. and to make Judg-
ments about what activities can be engaged
in with safety and success

Equally important to competence is chil-
dren's bbility to make decisions. to over-
come obstacles. and to solve problems The
feeling of competence denved from inter-
action with the world the gymnasnin,
playground. 'or other challenging physical
,environments i; seen ascentral
dren's motivation The competent mover is
motivated to move and so becomes more
competent Just as "success breeds suc-
cess, so it would appear that competence
generates increased competence

Movement Education
and Learning

Children between the. ages of two and
one-half and six are intimately involved rn

learning how to learn They learn first about
. - how their body moves: then, as their

mobility increases and their environment expands. they learn many other things
Intnnsically cunous. they test and try poke. push and pull, climb on and jump off. each
in their own way Because movement education focuses On both process and products
of learning. children actively employ cognitive learning skilit as they ziel.telop their
psycho-motor skills They explore, discover. select. and repeat while they practice and
refin fundamental locomotion and manipulation skills

Cunosity is an important aspect of learning When self-confident climbers become
cunous about heights. they discover the top of the trestle tree Cunosity and discol)ery
engage learners in further learning Both intellectual and motor development occurs
when each successive discovery is more delightful, enjoyable, and intnnsically satisfying
than the last When children are free to explore, even in a seemingly non-purposeful

' way, new motor experiences become self-validating and self - justifying
The problem solving and decisidn maker 4 aspecti cflearning also can be enhanced

by a movement education program When the task of finding a way to,go under a piece
of apparatus is given thertn. they may decade to go head first on their belliesor feet first on

their backs Will they siicie or wiggle through" Learning to make judgments of size
(larger. smaller), space (up, down, and. sideways), and distance (near;far), children
develop critical thinking skills The Principal method of movement education involves
children in just this kind of mental gymnastics

Movement Education aild.Freedom'from Fear

Because of the'dommance of the psycho-motor domain at this penod in children's
lives, they have a strong need to achieve a minimal performance level in fundamental
skills Fier, a deterrent to improved motor performance. tends to hold back their
progress It makes them apprehensive about trying anything new or different Children

4



engaged in a movement education program are not all expected to perform in the same
way, so there is a moratorium on fear of failure

Freedom from fear is closely allied to the need to become autonomous, to be able to
do things for oneself One frequently hears yoqng children say "Let,me ao,it myself!" But
they must also learn to be realistic about the physical activities they choose, for they
sometimes attempt skills, like climbing, which could result in injury Inherent in a
movement education approach is learning about what one can and can't do safely.
Knowledge:of one's ability catilae a deterrent to being fearful Feir which children learn' :

from over - protective, hence unrealistically inhibiting aglults though different from the
fear of failure, can bt equally devastating.

.

Movement Educ4lori and Openness

Children have the need to be orierr Within the context of this boa it means that chil-
dren should be able to react to a wide range of physical, particularly gross motor..
activities Movement education, predicated on divergent ,or lateral thinking, is more
likely to expose children to a vanety of motor experiences than a traditional program.
Because most children are psychologically moret open at flits age than later in life, it
seems wise to provide a program which both fosters openness and lays the groundwcirk
for further development of this valuable trait If children are to express themselves with
self-understandr. they need to be open Self expression requires not only openness.
but self-awareness as well .

.0 *

Movement Education and Readiness Skills ...
I .

Although "'readiness" is a rather nebulous concept. it is used here to mean prepare"
'ton for forrn41 schooling One experienced first grade teacher said she first expected
children to listen to. repeat, andlollbw sinc- ' ...

pie directions Attending with eyes as well I

as ears. replicating verbally, and demon-
. :

A

strafing understanding by doing, are skills
easily practiced by young children partici-
paling in movement education Watching
someone else crawl under a stool; ....)

deicnbing it simply. and then imitating it
often provides "lull in the day's occupa-
tiOn" from which both child and teacher
prpfit

It is partic ularly impbrtant for some chil-
dren to learn to discriminate betiveen

livords, commonly tailed "cntical pairs,"
such as hop and stop. and eye and thigh.
These children need to hear how these
words sours differently", to pronounce
them discri inatingly, and to understarid
that they m an two dissimilar movements
or things A ocabulary of movement terms.
cap be initia ed in this way

The wea th of usable and learnable
words dep nds, almost solely op the
teacher's i agination and ability to 19-4
corporate t em into les;on.plaiining The

5
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author's six year olds developed a list of "go
words" which included \locomotor and
nontlocomotor words as well as creative
ones like squiggle, squirm. and twirl
Writing words on i blackboard -helps chit-
dren to see wor.ds.they hear and perf,o,nn ,

and innches learning byfusing three dif-
" ""- ferent sense'modalides.-Some, five year,oldt

are fakinatedtto-do the wittily ,

As the wonderful world of colors and
shapes permiales the gyrh. children learn
to select a blue ball. a red bean bag. or e
yellow hoop. and develop avoCabulaty of ,

colors The author, for example. created
yellow circles, red and .white horizontal

'stripes, blile vertical stapes. and green
diamohds, -on 4 ,x 4 ,x 12 itch
pieces bf wood later us_eil as obstacles to
bounce over or dribble around The shapes
'and colori were incorporated in the direc-
tions to children

Learning to focus on. track. and Move,
the body to intercept an object are succes-
sive skills developed dunhg these ages
Object visibility is parbcularh.important
acquiring these .skills 1-lavirig and 'dent);
f ing bnght objects helps children dis-

criminate shape, .speed. Mechem, and size critical to learning _to manipulate objects.
[.earning names and colors/facilitates cltscn inat1on -

Vocabulanes also cap be augmented by untin*kills Partly through the teacher's.
gonscious'use of numbers in their vat-bus categones. most children imitate the
words "David. you may be the oiie-Asubject) to take a ball "Pick .up ohe (adjective}
rope Both' teachers and children can readily use and differentiate between cardinal
(basic) and ordinal (indicating ordei) numbers "Children, go one at a tune "Sean.
you may go first " A movement education program also helps children learn prer;osi-
dons "Find a Way to go under one'pece of appiratus and'over another." On, off,
around. through, and under are ones even die youngest learn quickly Qualify these by
asking" children to go over without touching. or under with the feet leading 'Cognitive
learning which takes plaCe in the gymnasium should not be underespmated, at no time
in life is learniag.eo rapidend so pervasive

-
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Content.
. .

The tasli, of identitying' the content of

10111110verrient

experienCes for pre-primary
children seemg relatively simple because'
young childrin move almost as naturally as
they breathe Prescnbing exPeuen,ces for
'them seems easy, turn them lcrose ancia way
they, go .But, simplicity can be an illusion -

Providing meaningful movement expen-
ence

i.,..

for preschool children requires a pro-
fOund knowledge of how movement
abilities develop and the ability to observe ..

children's movement pattern to assess
their developmental stage Is a child using .

the, step down form of jump. for example.
. or does sh eihe how a vogOrous jump down %

..... from a two footed take off to a two footed
ere landing' Keen obseivatiqn of children's .-

skills is a pre-requisite for planping theic ex-
periences Sensitivity to both the develop-
mental form involved in the skill, and length .
4 time l'illdit ri art ,A111Ing t., prd,_ht t 1.., ak.,

ri.......Irs, t., pit ,.t fa iiitrudlily up..in !tarn.
Int.{ ex.pencriCt.... Its v.1-10-1 Littititcri irc al

ready absorbed

er
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The Nature of Movement: A Movement Education Approach

The Conteniof a' y educational program is determined by 11) the needs of poritcular
children, (2) the ob eaves of the program, and (3) the nature of the subject matter. The
focus of this,chapt r is on the latter movement as content Wh'al a're children learning
about movement t this age/ How, do we analyze movements. When planning a
movement educad, n program we must consider

..:'
What do childrqn already know or need to know about their own movement/ . .

.
What do we 4 teaclikrs need to know to help children deatipp7thi necessary "

.:,/
!- .

knowledge of rtoverrient/ ' `-
, ,

.
tor .-'7

I - s
FIGURE 1,. HOW DO IMOVE?

TIME 7 0How fast o slowly can I move?
Can I mov as though I am in slow mow ,n/ . ,

Can I mak a movement go on and on slowly for a long time/ . s...,,, ---/,
What is th most sudden movement I can snake with my whole body' ,4

Or with on army .
, Or with m feet/

Can I char gefrorri doing quick, sudden movements to slow ones? -

SPACE

How ma y ways can) use the space I move in/
Can f m e through space taking up verylittle of it9
Can I ge from where I am standing to the wall in a straight pathway/
How ca I use a lot of space as I move 7'
Hovid swinging.movements make me use space differently from walking.

mov ents/.
Or On fling mavemehls/
How h gh or far cani jump/

FORCE

How y or softly can my feet touch the floor/
Can Ifmake my whole body move strongly/
How tan I move so I am as light as a feather/
Or as heavy as an elephant/ / /Can Imove strongly then lightly using only my hands and arras' ,,,,/ 4,

Or just my feerand legs/ , .
...:1s,

How hard can I push off the ground to get high in the air/
... . , .,,,

FLOW

Mat can I cfthat is easy to stop or "freeze"
Can I spin roundound and stop quickly/

'Ca'n I roll more than once without stopping/
Can I jump and run and roll/
Or jump ana roll and run/
How can I move so (can stop quickly and easily/
How can I move so it is hard to stop/

'10
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Teachers of preichool children can use this movement Ihriguage to eciristiuct a '
framework .within which to plan for the development of children's abilities, The degree
to Whicticerl.;in specific concepts of.movement, such as balancing, need attention may
also be noted, Teadiers need to understand the movement factors in dance,
gymnastics, and manipulative skills if their children are to internalize the concepts
involved: The idea of how strongly or lightly one can move, for example, may be applied
to traveling on, over, or along a balance beam.or low box as well as to dancing about
leaves moving in the wind

lIkkdolplttabdn provides a framework for analyzing movement that even very young
children can understand. He identifies four movement factors space. time, force, and
floky untversals iSf all movement Space, has two aspects personal space which the
body occupies and general space which is outside personal spate and includes areas
around, undei, and inside equipment. Oorking kDifh space concerns one with the
body triotiesettirough it using direcuorks pathways. and focus Time deals, with the

. elements of.ternpo.fast and slow and rhythm. Force relates to the strength and effort
ioof movement, ihether it is heavy or light, weak Or strong The, combination of force and

tuna produces movement that C.an.occur suddenly (percussive) or slowly (sustained).
Flow is either conlinuoul or discontinuous.

Answering the question "How do I Movev forms-the basis, of body management
activities with which this age children are vitally concerned When runnin* for example.
the child moves terovgh an area (space) at a certain rateof speed (ume) depending on
how muchteffort (force) stie:h e dses. The running action manifests a ccinig. uity of action
(flow) that makes it easy for the child to control (bound flow) or difficult to stop (free
flow).,The movement facto ;'s of time, space. force. and flow in Laban's framework help
'ally how movethent can be changed.-That s. the running can be faster or sloWer,
eavier ortlighter Thckstets cari be larger of smaller:

. .
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How can these movement factors be elaborated into a comprehensive program'? The
questions on Figure 1 can become a basis for structuring movement tasks Questions
lead both teacher and pupil to exploie and discover what children can understand aid

sdo Construedrig, teaming tasks which help children progress in movement ,mastery
takes time and experience Older children will be able to grasp many of these ideas,
younger ones may imitate what they see Direct questions to individual children or to a
small group ol older children Developing both listening and looking skins basic skills

i ,
which children need is fundamental io the movement education approach. .,

The whirr pf movement iducation.also encompasses (1) fundamental- niovement
skills. (2) manipulative skills, and (3) expressive skills These three categories organize
,movement expediences for Otftchool childreq. ,. -. -

Fundamental Movement Skillet

Dun'hg'the-years of emerging locomotor and manipulative skills..preschool childrek.
need ii,any opportunities lo explore and develop their own movement patterns and
capabilities They 411 spend time and energy mastering such bask movement abilities as
running, aim bingjumpi ng. galloping. and eventually hopping and skipping. They often '-
will endure sustained practice-10 achieve mastery-if }hey, rather than someone else,
deterrnMe practice length, and choice of skill Young children, easily bored with inactiv-
itiy, tend to be seekerg and explorers. They illustrate how motor-oriented people
behave, seeking sensory stimulation in the environmerltand creating MI noneseems to

<
exist 4.,

Mov,ement is an enjoyably sensuous form of self-stimulation. We see this as we watch
children rolling down a hill and scrambling back upjust to roll orslidedown again. Later,

12 .; 4.
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they will perform similar aceinties on a tobbogan or skis. Children seek and enjoxfast
movement. They chensh the weightlessness of swinging and the v,ertigo of,spinning .

This proclivity for stimulation- seeking, which research supports as stimulating the brain.
should be used to full advantage as a built-in teaching aid. A question uch,eas "Who can
make a twisted shape while hanging on the bars" may bring forth a variety Of
movement responses with the alacrity teachers dream about.

Improving children's movement ability, therefore, requires that we encourage tbetr
natural seeking behavior so they will attempt new tasks while providing opportunities to.
practice skills already learned Though progress toward mastery of movement can occur
spontaneously, recitiang the potential often requires some teacher guidancp aria plan,.
Fling. Most young children have aninner sense of their own readiness Given a relafively le

open learning climate, children feel free to find, work at, and improve their own le.vel or
ability Pre-primary children, essentially egocentric, do not respond readily to peer
pressure. When they say "I don't want to do that." peers and teachers accept it as fatt
Yet teachers need to circumvent this response if a learning task is deemed important

Vanety of individual resporfses, one critenon for judging the educational content of a
movement program, may be contpared to a child's increasing functional vocabulary
Personal movement words are often the first ones children leam Increasing body
management skills tb include more/competent and expressive movement is another
cntenon. Compared with later stages of ph-Ysicalodeveloninent, chilcitr grdw and .
change at a phenomenal rate during the pre-school years. This growth and change
necessitates practicing of a variety of motor skills as the children adjust to their than
body size, weight. strength, length of lever, interests, and needs They want to ansfuer
die question "What can I do?"

Manipulative Skills

Manipulating objects, an importarit part of the developing thiid's movement ability. is
consonant with later participation in games and leisure, activities inyOiving balls, frisbees,
rackets, or bats. Preschool children have been touching, warping, releasing, throwing,
flinging, rolling, and trapping Objects for some time. From an early age they have been
avoiding chairs, tables, doors, and other obstacles. They rove chasing, and fleeing
games, andmahy have evoi learned to dodge each other ora parentrather well. Most
children will have expenenced'climbing on and jumping off furniture. As teachers of
children, we rieed to facilitate these skins, rather than to inhibit ttrile As Jeroine Bruner
suggests, we do children a disservice When we imply ghat activities we proiiote are new,
as though they were imielated to something children Ave been doing all ,along. He
notes that children can develop concepts throilgh such early learning if these also are
reduced to easiest learning terms.

The same, can be said of mcvement. We need to build on the manipulative pbilities
children bring with them and move them toward competence in others Ffigure 3
presents bastopre-primary leaminb'experiences in the manipulative area /

Basic manipulative expenences, as well, as thse which develop fundamental move
. ment skills (and some argue thatinahipulative skills like throwing, catching, and kicking

are fundamental) should also focus on time, space, force, apd flow factors The '
vanaeons in performance which ensue, such as being able to bounce a ball at different'
hag* or in varying 'directions 40" pathways, relate to games children 4l play when
they are older. Competehce in selected skills, such as throwing and striking, derives from
a broad base of manipulative experiences already familiar to children. Just as children,
need practice in verbal expression, so do they need to puip8sefully manipulate small,
medium, and large sized objects. The comparison between motor and language de
velopment is a cogent one. They usually occur concomitantly, imitation is potent In their

V.,
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FIGURE 2 / WHAT CAN I DO?
. .

BODY IMAGE

Identification of body parts: naming, locatIn0and moving in responselo
set talks.

KnoCviedge of size
How big am 1?
Hoy:, big are my hands when compared with my feet?
Can I make a large circle with my arm?
Will my leg make a larger circle?
Who/what am I bigger than?

Who/what am I smaller-than?
Who/what is the same size as 1?
How can 1 make myself bigger? Smaller?
How high can I stretch while standing on the flocs'?

BODY ACTIONS

r

Locomotion
41

. .

How can I travel from one space to.another?
Can I turn as I go across the floor from one side to the other?
What are all the ways can move t?ri my feet? , ..

Can I roll from one place to another?
. Can I roll in different directionsl /
Can I roll with different parts of my body leading', suchAas my ktiees; my

seat, or one shoulder?

Noislocomolion . .

How can 1 move my body while staying in one place?
Now tightly ?an I curl my body?, .

How kr 41 stretch to the side?
Can) curl -and then stretch different parts of my body? One at a time?

- - With different parts leading?

ape
.1 Can I mala rounded shape while sitting on the;tloor?

What does a stretched shape (or wide) look like-when I am lying
down? I , .

Can I make a straight, narrow shape while standing on one foot?

Range of Motion
How far cam! reach? 'N
Can I make different parts move far away from each other?
What are the biggest movements 1 can make? What are the sn?allest3

14
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acquisitioh, ahckpractiie iS,more relevant than instruction. Teaching which focuses on
iTheroying children's performance may be appropriately individual.

Prtiscflool chifdfela are 'still egocentric, and much of theii motivation steins from a
desire for continued pleasurable experience rather than a desire for excellence. For
mariytwO tc* five year olds, throwing or catching better is less interving than throwing a.
beiriXaeord at th4 wall to hear the satisfying slap as it hits, or attempting to throw a ball

. ",o",yer.'a iiighlence, or through a slot in a geodesic dome. Thu 'the teacher's task is to
stdictike a stimulating environment through which Improved t owing, catchingtitick' . ,

. ',Wig,. aiid Striking abilities can result The teacher plays a crucia ole as a behavioral
'engineer Man nger children need an adult to roll a ball back a d forth. Olciet onis

.1 ,
, may be am cl and challenged by tossing it through triangular holes in a board or

(mocking down a row of bowling pins. When children this age may choose large or small
balls, most first choose a 16 inch ball which they can throw, bounce, or balance on with
amazing ease. They will also kick it, either deliberately or inadvertantly, and follow its: .

'path intending to control or kick it once more This visual tracking skill is important JR
games situations when they are a hale- older, as well as a forerunner of the soccer:. ' , hockey, or basketball dribble. .

Four and five year olds are mature enough to team, to handle paddies and improvised,

,... hitting implements. Watching& balloonilescend and sending it skyward happens slowly '''..
enough for many Voung children to gain sorrif pleasurable control. A small hill is a '....

wonderhil place for tossing and fetrieving. The more children roll or bounce their Jell ,

under, over, and through apparatus, the more they enlarge their understanding of the
use of free space.

' e

Large Apparatus .
".

To gain some controlt*r the environment, children must deal with threlationships
between themselves and objects Learning to maneuver along, over, under, through
and around objects helps childrewleam toc------r"\
gauge distances and estimate size and-rela-
tionships. For most children a gymnasium IS
an exciting place, especially the second
time they see it. For others it may appear "a
jungle," a puzzlement to be explored first
with the eyes`or from the safety of some-
one's lap. .

Although large, expensive equipment is
.

not necessary toplovide stimulating axpent
ences for these ages,it isgerierally more

.exciting and challenging than what is
usually available. Low stools, boxes, and

'balance beams are ideal for climbing on Or
jumping off; but an uneven parallel bare

..
, with an attae)hed ladder, Is infinitely more

irividng. Many new play leaming.center de
--

signs, .or parent designed equipment are
.

alsp sturdy, inexpdnsive, and sufficiently _.......tti .
,complex to promote ,a variety of body

. management activities. (7) Many of these

r designs provide for hanging and swinging
activities important to developing upper

.
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BASICMANII714:4)4414E ABILITIES

'Amity VARIATION,

Rolling

Dropping and
,Catching

t
t

Throwing

Tossing

Hitting/
Striking

to wall, with one or two hands,
to partner, through spacestode
by hoops:bloc-its & wands;
around self

.

dropping front two hands, zinc
hand, 'droppingpff a bench or ,
table and then 'catching it.

overhand, underhand..."

to self; high, low, far, softly,
strongly, straight

, .

with different body-parts, with
two body-parts, hands only,
with paddles, withlarge plastic
bats; off a cone or tee

. .

OBJEdr' .
44". :

variaik 6alli,,d4ifferent textures
fl4risttigg

0,11'ghte.veight vinyl ball, or

Balloon (much harder to control
if you want it to &ounce, bin
moves slowly enoughlo be
caught before it reaches the
floor.

balls small enough to be held in
the ha/rid

balls of varying size, color, and
consistencysuch as fleece, sock
or newspaper balls; bean bags

balls of varying size and
consistency (see "tossing:4..
bean bags, hoops (striking a
hoop to keep it rolling);
badmintdri:'birds"

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Encourage.explorahon what happens if?
(if you roll it hard? backward? if you roll
it with the hand you don't draw with?)

Provide a variety of spaces to roll the ball
through or around.

This is a prerequisiteUounEThtranti
Provide for a lot'of practice

in this

Encourage children to throw ilarcl,by
placing targets far enough away to
elicit this.

Use of lightweight (vinyl or plastic) balls
help children retrieve them after the toss.

niphasiie tossing and catching -

separately.

First emphasize striking with hands, then
progress to using implements. Tots the ball to
. the child at a moderate speed, liut And ways 4.4-.;
for the child to work alone at this task.,

se

Provide variations so the child can strike the
object over a net, along a track: Ocartder a 4.
chair. Encourage a wide range of motion to J
develop good thiking-padems.



Kicking

Hand - latching

with different parts of the foot:
from a stationary position; -

' running up to a ball

from different tielghts"(high and
low); balls tossed, thrown, Or
bounced by self, or by another
person; catching "on the fly",
with two hands, with one hand;
reaching to catch; jumping
to catch:,

Bouncing using different body-parts:
using bothAands at the same
time; using first one hand, then
the other; following the ball; in'
own space; dribkiling among
objects; bouncing strongly and
lightly, Wm and high, fast aid
slow: bouncing from diffe4nt
.based of Support; bouncing
while skipping, jumping,

. hoppirpt'or running:

Bask handling Picking up;.pla,dng; traQsjering
' activities from one place to anotherr. , .

sprinkling :

1

balls of varying size,
consistency, cam., texture

When intrOd ed, targets
.Should vary: (a) pace provided
by two "goal posts" (blocks,
bowling pins) a space provided
by a hoop or tine to kick through,
(b) a target to be hit or knocked
over (a bowling pin or box); (c) a
target on a wall or fence

bean bags; balls of varying size.
consistency, and Color

balls of different size, color;
;watch for "roundness" as light
vinyl. balls sometimes bounce at
'odd angles because they are riot
truly round:

building blocks; Interlocking
blocks; "nesting" blocksAnd
toys; Sandplayottects. .";

The child should make decisions about
the distance from the tarOt or changes
in the size of the target. lf'the child
seems content not to challenge himself,
change the-environment or the type of
target.

s,

Using se4t, large balls (fleece or plastic)
encourage he child to keep looking at the
ball rates than turning the head away.
However, using only a large bat) tendeto
cause,"trapping" the ball against the body
and inhibits development of morepature

. handcatching patterns.

' Provide many opportunities to practice
simple bouncing before introducing other
factors into the task; such as obstacles for
dribbling around, or perfprming different
locomotor skills while dribbling.

.

Children need a v.ariety.of tactile and
find mop experiences to dev,elop
competence. `;`. .

0
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k body, strength and flexibility. Learning experiences for using, apparatus should
include:

Weight-bearing
Supporting weight on or by various-body pails,
Supporting weight on or bysombinations of body paitshancis,and feet, seat .

and elbows, head 'and feet.
N,Sur5porfing weight pn or by one, two, three, or four body parts.

Arriving on the equipment safely in h variety.of ways.
Leaving the equipment safely in.a Variety of ways:
Landing safely and softly on the floor or groAnd.
Balancing on differenfbody parts.
Hanging by different body partshands, hands and feet, hands and kneel.
Swinging from different body partshands, knees, hands and ket,

Weight transfer, : .

, From one body part to another, .

Moving-with light (soft) steps, jumps, or hops,
Rolling in different directions along or over the eo oment
Rolling wit} different shapes of the body.. ;
Rocking on various body parts such as a ro I led back or abdomen.

804 actions
Stretching, curling, twisting and Wining on, oiler, around, under, and along the

I R.

equipment.
Body shapes

. . ,

Balancingon different body pacts whilemaking twisted, curled, stretched.; flat, or' ..

bngshapes.
Making a mended shape while lying on the floot, .

.
Making a stretched shape, standing.
Making a:straight, tarrow,sha1 pe while standing on one foot

.7cpressiVe Activities
... r . it 4

. Young children are very expressive. Their eyes, faCes, body positions andgestpres
, send a continuous flow of information to the astute observer. Much of this non-verbal ,

expression is unconscious; usually it is Immediate, FaCial expression and body move-
..

ment reflett an instant response to a thought, image; sound, gong, or feeling. In their
interactions with other children or adults,,shildren's non-verbal expression frequently.
precedes verbalization. They show how they feel long 'before they 'can explain it.
Because childten also move before they speak, they respond to teaming t xperitnces
through expressive movement. Lath they will speak to facilitate or inhibit movement
rather Ilion move to explain it. . .

Providing satisfying experiences In expressive movement for children often seeliisr
.

difficult to teachers who have had little or no dance training. Expertise in performing
dance movements is not necestary.for teaching expressi4 mol;ement, although the

4, confidence and ideas that accompany such training OT xper4se are helpful. It is far more
Important for the adult tender b understand the developmental abilities and needs of- .
children, to see the World through their eyes (for stimulus.ideas), #ind perhaps most
important-to accept the ideas implicit in children's movement expression, Young l , \,,
childrer; .easily pleised are delightful audiences. "Thus the .teacher's task is to ' , -
stimulate the childrenlo express theii feelings and Ideas through movement and to act
as a catalyst for their development . . - ., t;.'.

The creativity in "creative.dah5e" stems from.the !nova's Ideas./A creative teacher,
capable of.recognizing student creativity, is an asset. Many succ4ful dance teachers

, freely admit that students' creative responses help develop theft Own creativity. r

... r .. e.
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Creative dance' should constitute the major expressive movement experience for
preschool children. Singing games are ftin, but if their fetus is on singing, not move-
ment, they easily become a series of ritual actions to accompany words:Children ,cap
and do gain much pleasure from teaming them, howeVer, and they'can teach about
body parts ("put your right hand in"), phrasing, and othet linportant musical structures. .

Few folk dances are appropriate for very young chlldreh. Dancils now identified is,
"children's folk dances"tiriginated in adult activities and ipterests, andiend to have httle
meaning for young-children except as a repetitive, rhythmical activity. Most dancing
"folk" were adults! Fot childen to feel "I can dance" they sometimes must be allbwed to
do their own dancing. ' .

Thus children should spend a great deal of time developing a Saul:ad foundation foi
expresiive movement, the better to communicate their feelings and ideas. Children
should dance with and without music and with and without accompaniment: They .
should move to the sounds that they themselves make, (vOice, sounds, clapping), or to
instruments the teacher or they can play. The cymbal, drum, triangle, block, or a
tambourine provide infinite variety of sounds to move to. Direction,s for making rhythm
inseurrierits simple and inexpensive enough to provide one for each child are found at
the end of this chapter.

.Dance experiences that focus on "how the body movers" also can be found in other
referenct books which provide principles, concepts, and sample learning expenena

, ,

. I Me and "Let's Pretend' ,
. .

. During thepresliool years children experiment pletending.,As early as age two,
children pretend they are mothers and fathers, siblings, otanirralis.. They pretend to
hay? lunch, produce an imaginary friend to bos about or blame *their shortcomirigsa

.or simply to ?play with." -;
-1".

tom " play Ili .
Creative .-ft.ice experiencei; however, need to.go beyond "just'pretending." ChX

dren cariTrok at a tree blowing in the wind And experiment with bending,andswa9mg

. , movement.? It the whole body or with diffeien't body parts. Thisis quite Ilifferent from

order
tree," in which rathl..rigid movements result from fixing the feet in one place in

order to move "like" a tree. By contrast, looking.at the tree and 'identifying the
111r..c c8trip6nenis of its movements lightness or power, bending more, one wily than .

another, leaves shaking or turhing children became acute observeri, more.aware of -
movement possibilities.. , .

Stereotyped movement often results from phrases like '1-et's all be elephants."'
children copy-what they, see others do:Given the above task, most children lock their .

hands in front and, bending forward, walk in slow, stiff-legged steps. Consequently, they
totally miss the wonde:r of the amazingly graceful gait of a huge animal and the power
and flexibility 8/ its trunk Deprived of a measure of awareness, their experiential
information is less than real. A tnore meaningful request might begin "Let's watch,h6w
the elephant's trunk moves. See how it can curl and stretch in many directions. Lies try
to move like that using our whole body." This task can Lead intb.a series of curling,
stretching, even twisting experiences that help children discover their movement ;
capabilities. Try as vie will, we can never be as good an elephant as die.elgOhants
themselves:Merely "being elephants" has a built in failure factor that has no.place in '
children's educational movement. f , , ,. .1 .

Successful expressive movement experiences focus on what children can do, how
they move, and what "they feel. Performing movements that show "tarn happy today,"
"I art sad, tired, a littletit afraid," or. "I' m feeling o.k.," are more relatiid to children's,

. v 'daily living. With this beginnir.Q. an Imaginative, short movement seliuenpe might
evolve to "Our Happy Dance' ,Ce a comparable:41re with a different, feeling tone.

19t
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, Teachers who wish to dip a sound content base for

end
movement can

find help and itleas.in the references and,resowce' at the end of this chapter. Teachers :.

..who are beginnit;4 totrerroblem-soMng and movement exploration should feei free-1-
to begin with experiences of five minutes or less in length. Pre- school centers oftenkiame
more flexible schedules than Public ;chopl ciassis, and a five to seven minute move-
ment activity related to othet classwork, can be a,woithwhile educational experience.
When teachers chi not have to be coiVem eshabout keeping a lesson going for 15 or 20
minutes, they can more easily accommodate the.movernent tcperience to,the child's
needs ratherthan the other way around. The result will be movement wi meaning and . .

- a happy voice announcing, "Look what I can do.!' ..

'..- 4 . , 4 % i
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Teaching

ft.

vs

Because the ne eds and characteristics of
preschool children are distinct from those of
elementary school age children, A program
for them cannot be merely an adaptation of

e usual elementary 'physical education
program These youngsters seldom require
motivation. and they are so`young that urt
less there are extenuating circumstances,
they have not yet established `'wrong"
movement patterns. They have yet to learn
to sit still for an extended period, they wig.;
gle, shift. stretch. squirm, and sprawl Their
orientation is to move

Human movement is meaningful. How
then can we develop, or continue to en-
hince its meaningfulness as children grow
and develop? The process involves:

accepting and valuing the young child's
. spontaneous movement;

expanding the psychomotor repertoire
through' meaningful physical activity,

developing a sense of competence in the
fundamental skills of stability, locomo-
tion, and manipulation;

.

A

I

bA.
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. challenging the child to active rnaulation of hisiher body on laige apparatus

Movement Educati n.andalectrery

The preschool years are ones of learning to get along with others, learning to take
turns, to share, and to work together. Young c ildren are exploring who they are and
what their wind like,rso teachers begin by I 'rig therri explore. Since exploration
leads to discove eathers can play a major le in facilitating this discovery learning.
This is done by tructuring the environm nt putting materials, equipment, ap-
paratus in it sped Ily designed to help child n learn things teachers feel they ought to
know; (2) asking esttons directed toward dfic learning, and, (3) reinforcing behav-
iors which indicAte learning has taken place.

The development of language and attending skilllalso determ ines how teacherswork
with rung children Facilitating the gradual shift fign the child-centered world to a peer
and adult-cbntered one is a major motive for a pre-school program. Young children
function better in small groups, as thy grow older the size of the group can increase; but
one-to-one. relationshjps-tinci interactions provide a solid fotindation for a movement
education approach

4 if a gyninasium has been set up specifically for yoiing children, they begin with
discovery ThLey swarm like ,bees over apparatus which challenges them to move
inventively There is practically no limit to ways they explore a single piece of equipment
if it strikes their fancy The creative teacher is quick to note what makes apparatus
inviting, and equally quick to change that which is not. . tr

How to present material to this age group is inextricably bedto. what to present.
Apparatus which, provides opportunities for climbing, swinging, hanging, jumping,

ti sliding, and balancing is inviting to most children. Offered balance beams of different

4
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fights and angles of inclination, children will find one for which they are developm en.ito ready 15.ertiaion subsequent days they will try higher ones, but within this setting

the e is little need.for instruction. i

its children develop a Uticabtilary of movement terms". teachers can change their roles
fr m Observerfacilitator/prompter to presenter/interrogator. The first role, based on

ng Ehildien txpipre, depgridsupoh teachers' ability to note carefully what children
a e doing on each piece of apparatus, with equipment, or with their bodies. A structured
e vironment wbieti invites exploration falls within therope of the movement education
a proach Using the. guided discovery method, the teacher with general goals,
concepts, Si skills insrijnd obierveseach individual's response, and decides how best
to help each child's skill development, verbally suggesting activities the child might try,
Such as "[:set's go on_the ladder." Sometimes young children will move or change an .

Activity if teaaher_ Simply changes position:
ti, I "

KoveinentEdincation and Problem Solving .

The second approach, problem - solving, is tore open-ended than dirt% g, but
more focused onbbserving and fact finding. Problems and tasks are set, and ildren
may respond

. .
in any appropriate way they like. Many different, equally table

movement answer are The teacher and child mutually select ideas from the
children's movements and develop them in what is termed "a teachable moment.
Childrel will often initiate many responses acceptable to the teacher who offerseugges-

; lions, praises, and helps develop them. The teacher is audience, facilitator, elaborator.
With either method the process can be described this wad. exploration leads to

discovery; further exploration leads to further discovery. Both teachers and children
f become involved in a spiralling teaming process. The activities, movement patterns,
' skills or concepts t are discovered can be analyzed by teachers with the following

questions. ``What appaning to the child's body?" "What can happen next?" On the
! basis'of the [after question teachers and/or children can. analyze what happened

4$ -( "What happen 0-yOur knees when you jumped?"), and select movements for
l' repetition ("fan ycni do that again?'", "Choose what you like .to do best and do it
i 'again") or ineation C`Casstou bend your knees ttie way Tommy did?"). At this point
1 in skill learning, repettion is necessary to develop quality movement so any teachin
i method shouldraidude plerity of opportunityfor practice and play.

-

Movement Education at Guided Diicovery

Using.the,.guided discovery'Aiethod encourages aealivity because the teacger as
'for, acknowledge% and uses children's Original movement ideas and activities.
questions that ask chIldren to think and those which ask them to observe can be
These may lead to "teachable moments" duringwhich thg teacher can simply di ss

the benefiti Of exercise and activity. ("Why do'you.likelo. run?") Many opportun es
QCClir for integrating movement with otter aspects of the children's day. An a on
vocabulary. for example, cart be encouraged and deiieloPed,t hrough meaningful rbai
interactions; 0 ,,

m
..

.
As teachers plan and teach a ovemenS education program to youngchildren, ther t

resource materials Will assist their in developing a rich variety of activities. Alt ough
suggestions fodurthir reading are included at the end of the chapter, mdterialsh uld be
adaptedlo take,011;advantage of each teacher's unique capacity to evoke cr ativity.'
Once teachers andshildten begin to use exploration and guided discovery, the ogranr
hays endless polsibilitick. Its rewards will be in seeing children improve mo or sktlls #

performance, gain telfranifidence.'work an play together. develop a ve self.
concept, tocl."above at tray fun.

30
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How Guided DifcoveryWorks
' The following sugge;tiohs illuitrate how
jumping skills might be developed using the
guided discovery method

Exploration 'find some objects the
children can jump over, suiih as milk car-
tans. wands. ropes, and low balance
beams Automobile tires or innertubes also
cav challenge children to jump in and out of

'spaces. or bn and 'off surfaces. Chairs.
C wooden boxes. a set of steps, and specif

ically designed apparatus can give childrendr,
practice in jumping down from different
heights Children can make different
-shapes with jump ropes and then jump in.
out, and over the shapes Hop- scotch

'4 markings on the play area ci be used as
' .

w' well.. .,,,_
...

4-10:**; ...
- . ,,

Discovery during this first process
children and teachers find (1) kinds of ob-
jects which can be jumped onto, off. over.
(2) different ways of jumping. and (3) dif-
ferent dimensions of the jump Each of
these discoveries can be pursued in a
variety of *ways.

1 saw you jump off a bbx, can you find-something different to jump from'''.

"Last time you jumped facing front, di anyone ut jumping sideways or .

backwalc17'.

"I see someone jumping wry high Next time can you jump wide"

"Rut the hoop (rope, tire) on the ground and find some differeht ways to jump in and
out Of

Selection. this process has two parts. Children can be asked to choose a movement
( "Choose'the way II:lumpwhich makes you go highest.") or teachers can select some

-aspect of jumping' to learn about ("WW1 do you think made you go so high?"
"Everyone find aline on the floor and show me a way to jump over it.") Selected
jurriping patterns can be also identified for repetition anclior imitation ("Can you jump
over the line the same way again" "Sdtsie jumped all the way around without falling
down Can you trylit?") .

Here again teachers observe, praise, and use chNien's ideas and efforts for further
exploration and discovery, Children can discover how to jump high, to turn around, to
lands" The quality of the landing after the jump should berionced What helps to
make landings soft can belbriefly discussed, but most time should be spent in practicing
jumping and landing Children are so light that most of their landings are naturally soft
and they seem to instinctively lan'd without getting hurt.

Further Selection A. children become more proficient In jumping activities, the
height and -difficulty' of the jumps can.be increased. Children can jump and make a
shape with their bOdy Individual progress guides much of the work at this stage.
Children should be allowed considerable practice time, withas many repetitions as they

. feel are necessary for their developmental level of "perfection " Their interest and
persistence wilf.tell teachers When to move on to a different task.or a new challenge.,

3,j
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A similar 'example of the process might be developed to? the use-of balls, wiiich.
Incidentally, children find quite a challenge to jump over. bounce; and balance on as
well as throw Teachers an incorporate sortie of the follo,wing'

Exploration "Get a ball and move it around the room using any part of your body!. .

Discovery "I see some people using their feet, others are using their knees. even
their noses

"Try to keep the b close t you: don't let it get away"

Selection "Let's see if you can find three different ways to move the ball

'Find apay to make your ball bout:ice high'''.
"Who cen,Tove a little faster with the I:falP"

"Can you make the ball move in different direction,'"

Repetition "Who can show me the way she/he moved the ball''
Irrolation "Can you dribble the ball with your foot as Tornrmpts7"

.
Observafit teadherstan point out different ideas that children might want to try based

on what they see being done Teachers should moye 'around the group to help
individual children develop their ideas. skills, and movement patterns. The same
challenge need not be presented to all children at once as age, homogeneity. and skill of
the children often differs As individual rates of progress begin to show. and they do from
the first day, teayiers suggest different tasks for different individuals or for small groups
One of the greatest strengths of Exploration and discovery permits children to make use
of whal they are developmentally ready for They select tasks they can-do. succeed at.

pr
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and have a good feeling about.
Al the children's vocabulary and ability

to listen .when surrounded by exciting
equipment increases, teachers may move
to guided discovery or problem soly,ing. In
fact, the teacher may choose a variety of
teaching styles to suit che developmental
levels of childien To make the transition
from exploration to a more direct style cir
one with more specific behavioral goals, the
children will first need to be able to.

1. identify the different parts of the
body The teacher can have the children sit
in a group, all in their own spaces. and

"Let me see who can touch her nose"
"Can you touch your knees?"

"Who knows where his/her shoulders
are?"

"Can anyone tell me the names of some
other parts of pur bodies?
"Show me some ways to move your el-
bows "

In each lesson or activity period, the chil-'
dren can review the names and location of
body parts' until they can identify them
readily Singing about them is another way

of ideritifying them and popular singing games like "Here we go Looby Loo" add fun
At the same time children learn that the, body can bend. curl. stretch, and twist

2 Understand the idea of relationships of people to people and of people to objects
Many relationships can be explored with a partner, but young children especially need
practice in finding a partner quickly. The teacher can facilitate this activity.

"Can you sit next to someone else?"

"Let me see if everyone fan face-his/her Partner?

"How far away can youet from your partner?"

Teachers can help extend a vocabulary of relationships by using body Ports

"Put your nose near to your knees "

"Make your.hands go far away from your feet "

Other important relationships are beside, behind, in front of, Now, and lead.

As children begin to use large,apiratus such as balance beams, turning bars, and
ladders, they will need to understand the meaning of prepositipns such as on. off, over.
Linder, along, through, around. up, and down The teacher can develop understanding
through questions.

"Who can jump over the line?"
"Can you jump out of the hoop?"
'Show me how you can get around the bar

3 Understand the meaning of adjectives which qiialify movement -different,:

26 I
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"same," : "another " The teacher will find many new words to introduce as the range
and purposes of mdvement change and expand.

.. "Can anyoneshow Me a different way to walk?"

Can anyone think of another way to jump?" /
Children will seam more from showing than telling (explaining) how something is the

same or different Ahhi;ugX the ability to develops slowly. it is important and
should be encouraged. .

m4 Begin to understand the movement elements. of space. time,and force As
questioniqg continues. the idea of opposites introduces these concepv. gradually.

"How fast (slow) can you wader
.

"Show me how slowly (quickly) you can sit down, Now get up and let's all move
heavily (lightly).- .

"Can anyone show me how to move backwards'''.
...Try to move close to (far from) the floor."

These examples can be expSnded by changing words such as fast, slow. medum.
high. low As ."critical pairs," that is, words which sound alike (low-slow) occur, the
teacher can enhance auditory discrimination by. putting the words into a plan.

5 Develop a movement vocabulary Actop words like, run. slap, hop. and slide
soon become easy ones for children to use. Slither. twirl, spin, sneak, chase, wiggle, and
slip have great appeal. *ere is no end to The imaginative use of these 4votds.

"Who can slither across the floor on her belly?"

"Who can melt like snow in sun?" ...4,

Organizing Tide for Movement Experiences"
... .

The amount of time scheduled fora movement lesson or activity period will vary. If
there is enough variety and challenge to keep the children involved and modvigd.
thirty minutes o more,can be used ,in a less structured but challenOng environment,
children will kee usefully active for an hour of more. although this may beioo long for
some two and nehalf year olds. If children spend the entire day as they do in some
preschool programs. they will need certain other times for unstructured free play. Once
they know what they and& with small apparatus, children can work (play) ion their own

..
with supervision but little overt guiflante from teachers_

A good way to begin each le son is with a short period of exploration or free activity.
Children find apparatus and equipment so excifing. particularly wh(n this period follows
one of quiet activity, that it is difficult to direct them. They Will scramble over any
available large apparatus such as balance beams, inclined boards, climbing fraines,
inner tubes, and turning boards Apparatus that moves, such as ropes, is particularly
inviting. ,

Children generally indicate when they are ready for the next phase of the period
which might be to introduce some of the skills and activities described below. Most of
these will be repeated, revised, and reviewed during the entire age span. Particular skills
should be emphasized.

Locornotor skills different ways of moving on thg feet *a nd other bodyparts.

Non locomotor skills aidvides involving balancinp, curling or lAnding. stretching,
hanging and swinging. twisting, rocking.

Manipulative skills dcdvides including throwing and catching. kicking. bouncing,
hitting, or striking. ,.

.
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Rhythrracw al 'creative dance activates including moving to different rhythms or
beats. respcindirlirto tr:ordi and ideas. Ala( suggest different kinds of movement to
Music or storypia *.

.#. .
.

Sin3ple.giumes..r, 0 as chasing games. smalicircle ball Passing and rolling games.
singing-action garries. games children havo.created using small appa 'iatus and possi-

- Ply playedwitivirportfier ' ' .

.
Everi with sorregpf thiiftoungest children a tapering off penod can include asking

questions like: "What actiLity did you like best today" Show me what yqu liked to do
best 4:WhYlid'yoalike

Putting It All tvge_therO
Corn binirig.all the previous suggestions can present a challengt to the teacher who is

beginning to establish a-movement program An important early lesson for children is
moving.under cdtdol The teacher can begin to develop this

"Go and stand in"a" space all by yourself

-Are you apse enough to anyone else to be able to touch7"

"If you can touch someone else. move into a different space so that you can't

"Now look" around ybu Can you see another empty space*

"When say §o. I !Ant you to move into it
-§emember, space is all around you even behind you

"See if yoU canflOw move around the space. keeping as-far away from other children
"As poSsible4

Tile ab.aity to move and share space with-other children will be useful in many ways
All games require using and relating within space Futther refinements occur as children
roove at different speeds. turn in different directions. move on different body parts or
while lying down Each introduces additional movement elements The teacher can also
make the size of the space larger or smaller and apply the movement elements as
suggested above ..

Activities, can be performed on the floor with or without apparatus Occasionally
children, tan. work cooperatively with a partner in passing a ball or a bean bag.
Intviduals. pairs. or small groups of three or four children can work at apparatus
stations or learning centers using all kinds of equipment and ideas. Either the teacher can
suggest specific activities for the children to tiny. or the children can invent their own at
stations such as.the following-

Several hoops on the floor used for jumping.
Individual pieces of rubber backed carpet for balancing and rolling.

Inner tubesfor jumping around or in and out of
Milk cartons and lioxes with canes or wands set across to make low hurdles jumping
activities.

Mastic. battles cut into scoops and fleece or yam balls throw and catch balls.

Balls and a wall throw balls against wall.

Bean,bags and different sized boxestoss bean bags into the boxes ,

Balance bearnfs) different heightsdifferent ways to cross the beam.
Inclined plank and mat different ways to run up and jump off. roll after landing.

Select the number of activities needed according to the number of children] planning
for about three to four children per station Moving among the stations. the teacher can
assist where necessary and set new challenges Children can change activities on the

28 . 3rZ;



teacher's signal or move freely between activities Many stations can be used during
) unstructured free play penods if they can be left iriplace Additional activities may be

tned
Working with llL.a oons is deal for young children because they move slowly and are

very light The children can tcy to find different ways to keep the balloons in the air or hit,
them over a rope or net to a partner .4 ,

Simple activities such as Simon Says. Follow the Leader. Matching o; Mirronng a
partner's movements anbe fun. and assist with coordination Expressive movements
Lan be stimulated by the way anir,nals move. movements people make at work and play.
the different felt moving on different surfaces. andby movement.words such as shaking.
.4.iggly, collapsing. stiff, loose Other activities might involve movements expressing
emotions, moving to music. actin's out a poem or story

Fine motor skills can be inckided in a movement program but are probably better
integrated into the rest of the daily activities Matenals such as building blocks, pull-apart
'toys buttons'. shoe laces. hammer and nails. as well as sand and water play. should be
provided

V

Safety Cdusiderations .

Safety is always a concern for adults who deal with children This is especi4lly true for
teachers mindful of problems that can occur in dealing with numbers of children
Ipartrcularly when they are not ours Preschool children probably fall more often than
children of other'age groups because they are learning how to balance These years are

( 'important ones. therefore. for developing safe habis of moving The teacher's Job is to
'' minimize unnecessary nsks by carefully planning the Iea5ing environment and expel-

ences

as
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Children g enerally attempt only what they feel they can manage. Teachers should
avoid coercing children into activities for which they are not ready white at the same time
allowing them to try new things-Both 1111 coercive and over-protection teac her inadver-
Vntly thwart movement growth
Theactivity space should be checked kr any hazards that children mightiall from or.
bump into Apparatus needs to be monitored constantly for safety and possible defects.
The following guidelines help teachers maintain a safe environment:

Put out only equipment which children moy use. Equipment, particularly large
bpparatus, has a speciat appeal to young children who will had immediately for the
most Invitingpieces.

Station a responsible adult near high apparatus to monitor the activity and provide
a helping hand if needed Taking turns is easily learned If there are sufficient options, but
children this age also need to learn to share. .=

When using large apparatus have the chtilren barefoth if possible. Stocking feet
are slippery; barefeet or tennis'shoes are preferred. Other clothing should be appropn:
ately safe, that is, trousers which are too long should be rolled up and long skirts
prohibited Young cfilldren (and theirparents ) can team to drestappropnately for good,
safe movement.

Admonish attending adults never to put a child on a piece of apparaht but tio help
her/him to find a way on and off if pbssible. An adult's bent knee or a handy box tan be
steppfclion to gain Ihe necessary height. Inherent Via sense of competence is learning to
be realistispbout what can and cannot be done by one's self. An attending teacher/ adult
cannot afford to push or lift one child lest all the rest clamor for similar assistance.

Provide options' one of the greatest safety recommendations. With severalclif-
ferentiumping heights, for example, the individual child does not feel coerced into trying
more than he feels comfortable performing. ,
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paces &
Places

This chapter presetnts guidelines for design-
ing areas where movement activities may
take placot and suggestions for a selecting
equipment for movement education pro-
grart jor those with a budget which allows
for m erate to high expenditure, this chap -'
ter will provide suggestions for wise spend-
ing For with little or no money. it will
suggest ways to improvise I

Movement education elperiences for
children may occur in or outiof-doors. Flay
space, wherever located, should provide
opportunities for total child development- -
physical, social, emotional and cognitive
but especially for large muscle activity.
Providing for a wide variety of activity op-
portunities ensures optimal development
for all children A program with limited
space will have to be modified.

The space should be large enough to
allow children to develop physical fitness as
well as psycho-motor skills Too much
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space for very young children may be overpowering, in which case room dividers misy
be in,order Yet there should be adequate unobstructed space t4-permit strenuous
running. chising, and fleeing. It.should also be suite4to aetivitiedesigneci to help
children increase their-strength. particularly of the upper trunk. speed, beance. and
coordinatiop It should also provide space 'and equipment where children may develop
locomotion. stability, ancrmanipulative skills.

- -114 .

t

.
s, Indoor Activity Areas , I.

Indoor areas'appropriate for large muscle activiti, are a gymnasium, cafetena, stage, .

playroom, or hallway Children need ah area large enough' to guarantee freedom of <.

movement in persona( as well as general space and a gymnasium is the Preferred
alternative In Smaller areas, such as a stage of hallway. children, might be divided into
groups which use the area in rum Sometimes a learning center for story telling or music
also can provide space for small grolip movement After hearing a story. or listening to
music or singing, children can explore movements which each'suggests.

How then, the reader might ask, does this differ from what might be planned for the
youngest children in elementary school? Ideally an elementary school gymnasium, with
its climbing apparatus and manipulative equipment, can be used to advantage. In some
instances gymnasia or other large areas have 'flee considered to provide too much
space for young-children This is not necessarily th case, for theyneed large spaces for
running, changing direction. and stopping withou bumping into each other. Children
accommodate rapidly to large spaces and love the freedom of movement they permit.
On the other hand, children have to exert more control over their movements in smaller
areas and this learning takes tithe and practice There are few collisions in large spaces.

1.1==rai-- 2=olor--
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so children and teachers are psychologically free to enjoy vigorous movement. The
author found a room carpeted with a wrestling or floor-ex mat was ideal for running.
rolling. and lumping skills

An indoor area must have bare wall as well as floor space so that children may throw,
kick, or perform other manipulative actions against it, such as tossing bean bags,or balls
The activity should be located where often noisy large. muscle activity will not be
disruptive

Above all the indoor area should be clean in a clean setting children feel free to.roll,
crawl. squirm or wiggle on the floor, and they can be permitted or required to go
barefoot Consistent with the philosophy of providing children with experiences of
touch through a niulti-sensory environment, children should be able to move wtitt bare
feet to feel textures and use their feet for gripping, pu.shing. and stopping with control

Storage becomes a primary toncem when providing In open. safe space for chit-
dren's indoor movement experiences. Cabinets or shelves to store balls, records, etc.
should be placed near where the equipment will be used without getting in the t,vay,. as
they might be in the middle' of the wall A storage room, somatiibes necessary for mats,
balance beams. boxes. drill; frames and the like, shouldb'e convenient and large
enough to accommmod ate a ler e equipment. An adequate storage space permits the
teacher to set out only what is to b used on a particular day. A good rule of thumb when
Working with very young children is to set out only what thty may.use with comparative
safety In other words. if the teat er does not want the chitdren to use a specific piece of
equipment when they enter for eir activityibil is best'kept out of sight
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Outdoor Activity Areas

Generally speaking nursery school per-
sonnel have been able to make better use of

4
outdoor than indoor facilities for large mus-
cle activities. This is partly a' matter of
philosophy children should beout of doors

.Part of each day. bnd historically this has
been the penod dunng which children en-
gage in large muscle activity In the
southern states. nursery schools. to their
advantage, can have a significant part of the
program out-of-doors

Improvements in both stationary and
portable equipment used by children have
been made dunng the last decade Tires
have been mcorporated in climbing appa-
ratus and ropescargo nets, poles. and
slides are often permanent playground
equipment This eq4rirent responds to
the need to practice fundamental.. physi-
cal skills during these years. Yet play-
grounds in the north covered with ice and
snow have limited winter use. N canchil-
dren clad in boots and cumbersolOthei
move ireelli

Many out-of-dobr activity areas piovide both a grassy section and one filled with or
40overed with sand Grass Is coveted for a movement education program for young

children since rolling on the grass. tumbling. and even falling are favonte stunts. A hill as
part of the playground layout also offers many possibilities. There is ft ually provision for
a harder surface for tricycles, wagons, and other wheeled vehicles. in many nursery
schools the permanent equipment makes an, excellent gymnasium setting, and portable
pieces like boxes and beams can be set up by the children themseWes. ThusPtishing,
pang, and lilting skills are incorporated into the learning situation.. A large, hard surface area may be transformed with a little paint into a wonderful
teaming center Lines give children opportunities for balancing or following. Painted,
shapes squares. circles. zigzagli and' spirals help children see and leam to follow
pathways Mot children neurologically are not ready for balancing skills demanded of
games like hoglcotch, but they are ready to learn to jump red lines, 'follow blue opei,
and hop across, yellow ones Older children may use the alphabet letters, numbers, and
designs for simple recognition and reproducrion through walking, hopping. or jumping
along the1traight, curved. or'diagonal lines which make up a letter, number, or. form.
With or without painting. children can leam to bounce, Kick, roll, throw, and catch balls
and to perform .an endless,variety of locomotor activities on the .hard surface area.
Because of children's propensity to tumble and fall at this age, exercise care to ensure
theiriefety and protect against skinnied knees, elbows, and noses.

aMIdy permanent playground equipment is suriounCigcl with space and placed on a
soft.surface In a natural setting the child can clime trees, balance oil fences or railroad
lies, jump from one rock to another to cross a brook, swing from a grapevine suspended ,

. from a tree, throw stones, and dig In the earth. Nthough a natural environment provides
a- wealth of resource's appropriate to a movement educailon .approach to learning
physical skills, these environments arenot readily available to many nursery schools.

eV)
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Urban designers in the western hemisphere have attempted to meet activity needs of
children by constructing playground, equipment which substitutes for these natural
environments In countries where a high prionty is placed on young children's needs
and Where population density has been severe, designers Holland. Denmark and
England offer fine examples have been most successful In a university community
with which the author is familiar, parents pooled their resources and designed apparatus
which fulfilled their children's needs.

Criteria for Playgrouind Design
a

1 Equipment should be simple. safe. and natural Exposed metal is a'hazard-in the
cold of winter and heat of summer. Examine wood for splinters and ragged edges.

2 Equipment should be kept in good repair. with periodic checkups and replacement
of worn or damaged parts .

3 Equipment should be attractive Environmentalists prefer natural earth tones, but
children sometimes like brighter colors

4 Equipment should invite a child to climb and should not have steps greater than the
knee height of those who will use it.

5 Bars should beclose enough so children can easily reach the next rung, and the
bars themselves small enough for children to grasp with their thumb in opposition

1 to the fingers
6 Equipment should be an appropriate height to offer challenge
7 Sliding surfaces'should be wide so more than one child can slide at aJime
8 Equipment should not have angles or Points against which children can bump

themselves
9 Standing surfaces or areas should have protective railings . ,

10 Crawl spaces should have adequate openings to permit easy access by adults if ,

necessary
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11d Wood mite vials shouln be preserved with a non-toxic substanc.e.
12 Holes dulled in the bottom of tires willi.osi4e drainage

,13 Moving equipment (swings. ropes etc.) should be located toward the edge or
corner of epla9 area to prevent injury to children as they run from one piece of
apparatus to anoth:i+."

14. Equipment Mould be arranged so that children playing on one piece will not
interfere wVh children playing on another.

15 Equipment' which provides a graduated challengelike 'different levels from which
childrerfC'an Jump. permits risk-taking behavior and allows fir thrills and adventure
of eplanried kort Children like to take small nsks and prove themselves successful

16, Equipment snbuld be easy to monitor.by.attending adults
. 17 Surfaces under the equipment may be of sand. pine needles, wood chips. straa, or

grass It should Se well drained and landscaped to eliminate erosion. holes. and
other problems

0

04 Manipulative Equipmety

With unlrrniten resources it would be easy to equip a pre-school movement education
t program Ideally there would be enough bills of varying sizes. shapes. textures. and

colors to permit chokes Yet it .remains extremely important that each chjin have
something.rik manipu hrow kick. catch. bounce. or strike Children should not
have to take tut ning an racacing manipulative skills. Although shanng is part of
the sociaittation process having ample opportunity to pracece skills is more important at
this age

The following ho rnehiade equipment is
useful to a vaned-ofwernent education
program Construction and ideas for use
are deviled in books cited irlithei reference
section A' 40,

Make Your Owp Equipin'en:t

Boxes For raveling onto, off of.:
anti over.a SUff. with' wadded up
newspapers, or- use

to; ceropartmented boxes.
ro1n beverage stores

;-Fit several cbmpart,-
mented,biiiges into larger
box. 1 '

a`pe shut, covdt or not
nitwit paper).

Hoops 1 Fa' fW:irlin .roiling: toss-
;. and tenagina-

rive f
r Praia Bing pipand

nyltin pupters (heat pipe
ends:itgot ware' before

Mult$ly desired diame
by thre*..to find length,,

.to cut

0

4
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Coffee Can
Stilts

Newspapers

Plastic Bottles

Larger jugs

Larger jugs

Milk Cartons

Cirpet
Samples

Coat Hangers

Cones

Cardboard
Tubes

Yam Balls
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Two or three pound cans. Use can bottom for child's foot. Place
two holes in can close to bottom. Pass ends of rope into holes, tie
knots. Place plastic lids over opening for marproof bottoms.

'Large sheets for imaginative play. It can be a plane, a carpet, a flag,
a you-nameit
Wad up sheets for "balls" to throw, toss and catch.

For bowling pine and targets.

Kw markers, with a little sand, gravel or dirt.

Cut out for scoops or receptacles for catching

For receptacles to catch in.

For balancing. 'resting and sliding on Also make convenient
stepping stones.-

Bent. stretched over with nylon stocking and handle taped tightly for ,

rackets.

For markers. coordination-activities. knockdown pins._

Or plastic golf tribes for balancing. throwing, hittingtoiling
hoops. . . ,

Heavy carpet yarn is best Start with two flat cardboard "doughnuts,"
Size can vary from 2" across with'" hole to 5" across with a 2W'
hole Place doughnuts together. Wrap yarn around the doughnut
(through the hole and over the edges) until center is filled. Cut yam at

1
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the outsIlle edges so two cardboard pieces can be separated slightly.
,Tte good string between doughnuts and around yam in center. A tight
knot is the secret to longevity. Remove cardboard. Use scissors to
shape ball. , .

' - Ba lio9ns Punch balls and beach bails are slower, cheaper, and great for
youngsters. t

Inner Tubes For all kinds of,fur;

Developed for the Shaker Heightstety Schppl District. Shaker Heights: Ohio. by Marton Sanborn.

Some Sources of Early Childhood Equipment

Garage Sales You can't find better prices. SdleEtion is limited but ge with an open
mind. .

Educational Activities. Reeport L.I . NY 11520. Good for records, etc.

Skill Development Equipment Co.. 1340 N. Jefferson. Anaheim, CA 92807Unusual
mats. balls, blocks. ...

Learning Products. Inc.. 725 Fee Rd.. St. Louis. MO 63043Colorful manipulative
shapes.,

J R Holcomb Co , 3000 Quigley Road, Cleveland, OH 44113 All kinds of equip-
ment:

Kimbo Educational Records, Box 246, Deal, NJ

Snitz Manufacturing Co.. 104 S Church St., East Trloy. WI 53120Commercial yam
bails, a few other supplies.

New York Athletic Supply Co., 301 East 149 St. Bronx, NY 10451

Wolverine Sports. 745 State Ci.. Ann Arbor. MI 48104.

When requesting catalogue. tell manufacturer what age children you work with Some
have several catalogues.

e Developed for the Shaker Heights City School District. Shak' Heights, Ohio. by Marion Sanborn
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Also Available from AAHPERD . .

N
CHILDREN LEARN PHYSICAL SKILLS

Learning programs designed to provide parents, teach
ets, and spepaists with techniques and suggestois for
developing movement abilities in early childhood Two

separate volumes are available one for use with
infants. Iroln bulb to 3 years, and the other for children.
ages 3 5. years The activities. organized aA sy sternal'
cagy ;Aimed sessions, are directed toward open warn
mg situations in which cliadren can gain self confidence
through movements By Lisetott Diem. internationally
recognized aithority in the field (translated from the
original volumes in German) 1978 .

FOUNDATIONS AND PRACTICES IN PERCEPTUAL

MOTOR LEARNING: A QUEST FOR UNDERSTANDING

A multidisciplinary examination of mayor conceptual \
viewpoints- of perceptualmotor behavior and teaching
methods, Includes descriptions of action programs
tests -resource materials. and a professional prepare
survey

MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES FOR PLACES AND SPACES

A new book for the physical education specialst. class
room teacher, and professional preparation departfnent
Offers methods and activities in physical education
/Mich can contribute to each child s maximum develop-
ment Designed to encourage development of motor
skills. create situations on which children can make
choices in an atmosphere of freedom. and allow children
to participate in enjoyable movement experiences which
help, to develop a desire for continued participation in
physical 'activities 1977.

ANNOTATED SIBUOGRAPHY ON MOVEMENT

EDUCATION

A collection of selected resources significant to a deeper
understanding of the many aspects and deinitions of
Movement education Designed to serve a variety of
professional needs for a beginning specials'. experi-
enced practitioner. classroom teacher. or any student of

puman movement ustings are organized under major
ciasslications of Theory and Practice The latter is sub
*Weft to cover basic movement. dancedrama. gym-
nastics. and sportt1977

WHO CAN .

Twenty series of pictures with text. likstrabng education
for movement in the primary grades Offers a selection of
basic activity forms with vanations and progression

which are based on movements fundamental to more
cbmphcated patterns as evidenced in more reined spe-
c* sports skills The activities presented embody cre-
ative approaches to the traditional, meeting the needs of
children to discover how to use their bodies eficzently.
The activities c.ov ered require only simple equipment that
can be used an and out of the gymnasium. Designed for
use by the classroom teacher, advanced or beginning
specialists. and in courses of professional preparation.
8y Liseiott Diem. internationally recognized authority an
the field 1977.

GUIDEUNES FOR CHILDREN'S SPORTS

A new pubication designed to encourage the greatest
amount of participation in sports under conditions that
are safe and enjoyable for all children boys and tits.
handicapped andlble-bodied. Itch and poor, physically
gifted and awkward. The guideines. developed in co-
operation with such groups as the American Academy of
Pediatrics and the American Medical Association. are
appropriate for all children s sports programs. whether
organized by schoois. national youth sports agencies. or
by regional and local sports organizations. 1979.

CHILDREN'S DANCE

A book designed to show how dance can be used in the
classroom in iv*, innovative ways. Appropnate for the
classroom teacher as welt as Vie speaaist in dance and
physical activities Covers such topics as dance as an
expression of feelngs. folk and ctthruc contributions,
dancing for boys. and composing dance.

ANNOTATED BIBUOGRAPIIY ON PERCEPTUAL.
MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

A bibliography with sections devoted to auditory per
ception and movement, body image andnioyement. and
depth distance perception and movement A separate
compilation of tests. programs. mater.al sources, as-
sessment instruments, and films is included

For Prices and Order Information, Write:
AHPERD Promotion Unit
1900 Association Drive

Reston, VA. 22091
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